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Abstract
Majority of aircraft are acquired on leasing agreements, and the financial burden is on the lessor
due to financing heavy equipment for the lessee in these agreements. Therefore, to ensure that the
lessee fulfils his lease payment to the lessor, Hell or High-water clause is drafted in the contract.
This enforces payment by the lessee irrespective of any circumstantial change which makes it
difficult for the lessee to pay. However, due to the pandemic, the airlines have suffered from a
severe cash crunch making it difficult for them to honor their upcoming contractual obligations.
The airline companies are debating to invoke Force Majeure in these contracts to excuse nonperformance and avoid damages, but considering the development in Private International Air Law
and nature of the contract, taking such measures will be difficult. This paper proposes to apply
Hardship codified in the UNIDROIT Principle of International Commercial Contracts so that
airlines can renegotiate the contract with the lessors instead of completely avoiding their
contractual obligation. This will provide breathing space to the lessee and also ensure his
obligation towards the lessor is maintained during the pandemic.
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I.

Introduction

In the twenty-first century, Airline development is a sign of globalization. They connect the world
with a simple thought of 'one flight away', but the outbreak of COVID-19 has severely affected
their running operations. Global lockdowns and international border controls have hampered their
financial position, thereby forcing them to reassess their obligations towards acquisition contracts.
Most commercial contracts provide a provision of Force Majeure remedy, which allows parties to
excuse their liability for non-performance during an unforeseeable event that is beyond their
control. However, Airlines acquire their aircraft on contracts that do not excuse them from paying
their liability based on absolute obligations of the "hell or high-water" clause. Therefore,
irrespective of any event, airline operators must fulfil their performance to pay and take delivery
of the aircraft under acquisition contracts. However, the pandemic has pushed the airlines into a
quandary, making them question their position regarding such absolute obligations that is whether
they are still bound to fulfil them when mere survival to stay afloat has become a financial battle.

This paper is an attempt to understand the impact of COVID-19 on the contractual obligation of
Aircraft operators. It begins by initially providing an insight into the nature and regulation of
aircraft acquisition contracts under International law and understanding the need for such
obligations contained within aircraft lease agreements. It seeks to study whether Force Majeure as
interpreted under national and international jurisdiction holds valid under these contracts based on
lease agreements enclosed with absolute obligations. The paper is limited to acquiring aircraft on
lease as any other way may provide airlines with different remedies from contractual
obligations. The author has attempted to propose applying the Rebus sic stantibus principle
of Hardship as provided under UNIDROIT International commercial law on aircraft
acquisition contracts. It may provide temporary relief to airline operators to re-negotiate and adjust

their lease agreements to strike a balance. The author has also suggested other recourse available
to airline companies to use their acquired aircraft without exhausting their liquidity during this
pandemic.

II.

Aircraft Acquisition contract

There has been an exponential increase in the commercial aviation industry in recent years, making
airlines acquire more aircraft through purchasing or leasing contracts.2 These contracts provide
airlines with several funding arrangements and create different kinds of ownership obligations.
Airlines can purchase aircraft either from their own or any other credit resource available to them.
However, it is a capital-intensive task, so most airlines are inclined to lease an aircraft because the
nature of the aviation business is constantly fluctuating.3 Leasing provides airlines with several
economic advantages which allows them to grow and remain flexible.4 Therefore, more than half
of the airlines choose to operate their aircraft on leasing contracts.5 The main spirit of a lease is
the right to possess and use the leased asset in exchange for consideration. The Cape Town
Convention defines a lease as, ‘an agreement by which one person (the lessor) grants a right to
possession or control of an object (with or without an option to purchase) to another person (the
lessee) in return for a rental or other payment’.6

The International Accounting Standards Board has classified leases into finance and operating
leases.7 The main difference between them is that the former transfers the substantial risk and
reward on the lessee makes him the owner of the leased aircraft once the lease is paid, and in case
of the latter no such transfer takes place, the lessee has the option to return the aircraft to the lessor.
Different kinds of lease contracts are generally tailor-made and designed on the basis of a model
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lease pattern accommodating the interest of the parties. 8 However, the nature of the absolute
contractual obligations under these contracts regarding the performance mostly remains the same
irrespective of the type of the lease, thereby creating no significant difference in the nature of
lessor-lessee relationship. Private International Air Law has attempted to harmonize a standard
legal regime that can act as an authority to determine the nature of these contracts and guide the
global aviation industry, which conducts business across borders.

2.1.Regulations under Private International Air Law

UNIDROIT Convention on the International Interests in Mobile Equipment (Cape Town
Convention) and its aircraft protocol is the foremost international treaty in facilitating flexible
aircraft acquisition for airlines.9 To provide a unified guideline to regulate the lessor's and lessee's
responsibility in cross border leasing agreements, the UNIDROIT Convention on International
Financial Leasing has been formalized.10 These International covenants lay down a system of
regulations that provides a standard of rules dealing from governing law to the nature of
responsibility and obligations for the lessor and the lessee.

a. Governing Law

The governing law in Aircraft acquisition varies across different contracts as they are bespoken to
accommodate the parties' interest from different jurisdictions.11 Typically, these contracts are
either governed by English common law or New York law because of abundantly available
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precedents, which reduces uncertainty in clarifying the position of the parties and their contractual
obligations.12

The Aircraft Protocol to the Cape town convention allows the parties to choose any governing law
of their preference ranging from lex situs to lex loci contractus, as per their preference in the
agreement.13 To avoid renvoi, the parties can also choose International contract law, which may
include UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts by its explicit mention in
the contract.14 Therefore, under these conventions, the parties have the freedom to choose any
governing law for regulating their contractual regulation concerning various obligations and
remedies, which can range from domestic law to International law of contract. It is also imperative
to note that as per the Cape Town Convention standards, there is also an option of settling the issue
in conformity with the general principle of laws in the absence of specific governing law.15

b. Default and Remedies

The Cape Town Convention and the Convention of International Financial Leasing provide several
remedies in cases of default that interact with the existing domestic remedy available under the
governing law preferred by the parties in their agreement. These remedies clarify the parties'
position, which coexists once these treaties have been ratified by the state of the parties involved
in the Aircraft acquisition contract.16

The recourse available to the lessor against the lessee under the Cape town convention read with
Aircraft Protocol includes taking repossession of the aircraft by physical transfer of the aircraft
object and remarket it either by selling or leasing it, recover or collect any profit from the lessee
from the use of the aircraft object.17 The Convention on financial leasing also ensures the recovery
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of unpaid rentals along with interest and damages from the lessee.18 Therefore, these international
covenants ensure that the essential remedies are provided to safeguard the creditor's interest or the
lessor, making it obligatory for the lessee to pay its dues on account of any default.19

2.2.Standard contract clause in Aircraft Lease Agreements

Acquisition of aircraft by airlines based on leasing agreement irrespective of the nature of the lease
typically involves three parties that are a lessor, a lessee and a supplier. The lessee enters into a
supply agreement with the supplier to select the equipment for which the lessor pays in the supply
agreement. After that, the lessee in exchange for the payment made by the lessor to the supplier
for the equipment enters into a lease agreement to pay off his lease in a rental arrangement thereby
enjoying the right to use the equipment.20 Therefore, due to the peculiar nature of the lease
agreement, there are certain standard clauses contained within the agreement to ensure liquidity
for the lessor to repay his debt to the supplier for the aircraft it is being financed.

The general practice in an Aircraft leasing agreement is to incorporate a "Hell-or-high water"
clause which imposes an absolute obligation on the lessee irrespective of any circumstance to pay
the rent for the aircraft to the lessor.21 The duty to pay the lease becomes unconditional for the
lessee. It does not consider any unforeseen circumstance that might affect the airline's ability to
pay the lease. This contract clause gives an upper edge to the lessor over the lessee and obligates
the lessee to honour his payment obligations.

III.

Impact of Coronavirus on the economy of Airline Industry

The world economy has been severely affected due to harsh measures adopted across the globe to
stop the progression of the Coronavirus. One of the immediate responses around the world since
the World Health Organization declared the pandemic on 11 March 2020 is to close borders and
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restrict travel.22 The aviation industry has come to a near halt as per the official data wherein it has
been reported that in April 2020, there was a drop of 73.7% global air traffic as compared to the
previous year.23 The travel and tourism industry is deemed to be bearing the brunt of various
restrictions stopping the Global movement. The airlines have suffered huge losses due to the
reduction in passenger movement, which is approximately computed to have been reduced by 89%
in the second quarter of 2020 globally.24

Restriction on air travel combined with flight cancellations and reduction in passenger movement
has forced airlines to ground their fleet, which has significantly affected their liquidity. Due to the
disruption caused by the pandemic, Lufthansa is one of biggest European airline carriers which is
expected to suffer a loss of 500 million euro each month thereby causing the airline to reduce its
fleet from 760 aircraft to 610.25 Almost all the major airlines have suffered because, in the second
quarter of 2020, the International Airline Group reported a loss of 1,365 million euro in their annual
report.26 Despite these losses, airlines also have an additional duty to uphold, including various
other unavoidable fixed charges that maintain the aircraft's airworthiness. These expenses add a
significant revenue burden on the airlines as they have to pay the aircraft engineers, airline crew,
airport parking charges to satisfy the requirements of the Aircraft Approved Maintenance
programme.27
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Airlines have started to mitigate their cash burn through various measures like reduction in aircraft
crew and salary. For instance, around 12,000 employees have been laid off by British Airlines to
cut expenses during this pandemic.28 It is estimated that in the second half of 2020, airline
companies are expected to burn through $77 billion in cash. 29 Several Airlines have also decided
to reduce their fleets, delay lease payments and delivery of the aircraft. However, due to various
absolute contractual obligations within leasing agreements, airlines may have difficulty taking
such actions, thereby affecting their relationship with their lessors. It is imperative to understand
that the pandemic has caused strenuous financial difficulty for airline companies. Hence, it is
necessary to reevaluate their contractual obligations so that the entire aviation industry could
survive until business returns to normal.

IV.

The principal of Force-Majeure under International Commercial Law

The Force Majeure principle has been incorporated under different international treaties guiding
commercial contracts, including the United Nation Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods (CISG) and the UNIDROIT Principle of International Commercial Contract
(UPICC).30 Generally, the CISG convention does not apply to the sale of aircraft contracts.31
Therefore, to understand the principle of Force Majeure, it is better to analyze its scope under
UPICC and various other domestic law systems.
The literal translation of the word Force Majeure is "superior force".32 According to article 7.1.7
of UPICC, this relief excuses the party from performing the obligations contained within a contract
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depending upon the occurrence of a certain unforeseeable event beyond the control of
parties.33 Such unforeseen events make it impossible for the parties to uphold the contract
temporarily or permanently.34 It also includes events that occur after contract formation as
subsequent impossibility such as flood, droughts, earthquake, terrorist act etc.35 The significant
consequence of such a remedy is to remove the liability regarding damages from the performing
party caused due to non-performance, or sometimes it may also include prevention of
performance.36 Therefore, affecting the right of the other party to enforce its obligatory advantage,
which may be monetary or of any nature depending on the terms of the contract.

In English common law, this doctrine is not governed by any express legislation; rather, its
application depends on the inclusion of the Force Majeure clause by the parties in a commercial
contract. Such a clause has to be construed restrictively. They will contain a list of unforeseen
events that arise without the interference of the parties qualifying as the Force Majeure event,
allowing the party to invoke this relief.37 The practice prevalent in civil law jurisdiction regarding
the use of this remedy is similar to that of the common law system. However, the contractual
provision herein describes the exact conditions required for an event to be qualified as force
majeure.38

4.1.Pandemic as a Force Majeure event

The scope of a Force Majeure remedy depends on an unforeseeable event as observed from the
guidelines provided under International law and practice prevalent in the common and civil law
system. However, there is no particular condition that may explicitly qualify a pandemic as a Force
Majeure event.39 The common practice adopted by courts while understanding the application of
33
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this remedy is to interpret it strictly and literally. In 2005, China International Economic and Trade
Arbitration Commission failed to consider the SARS outbreak as a Force Majeure event, thereby
not allowing the parties to excuse themselves for non-performance of the obligation.40 It is
understood that unless there is a specific mention of the epidemic, disease and quarantine in the
Force Majeure clause, it will not be applicable.41

The restrictive measures taken by the nations like lockdowns, border closure, travel restriction and
quarantines to control the spread of the COVID-19 has caused varying levels of economic
disruptions to the supply chain both nationally and internationally. However, it has been observed
that even if there is a shift in the financial stability of the party to a contract , the courts are unlikely
to accept the invocation of a Force Majeure clause.42 Under the English common law, the
Commercial Court has opined that change in market circumstances affecting the ease with which
the parties' obligations can be performed is not regarded as a Force Majeure event.43 The
impossibility to perform due to financial suffering caused by government measures as a ground to
use Force Majeure will depend upon carefully analyzing the exact reference in the contract and
comparing it with government measures that are affecting the parties from fulfilling their
obligations.44

4.2.Effect of Absolute Contractual obligation on Invoking Force Majeure in Aircraft
leasing Contract

The airline industry has suffered substantial financial loss due to the pandemic, and it has become
a daunting task for them to continue their operation in the usual manner. They are looking for a
40
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potential respite to survive the pandemic and avoid liability for default on their lease for aircraft
acquired on leasing agreements. For instance, the possibility of using the remedy of Force Majeure
to circumvent lease payments and minimize their cash burden until the pandemic related restriction
persists. However, these lease agreements are enclosed with absolute obligations of the "Hell or
High water" clause, making it questionable for airlines to invoke Force Majeure and excuse their
performance.

It is improbable that a Force Majeure clause will be present in an aircraft leasing agreement. Even
though it is present, its scope has to be explicitly interpreted regarding its application during a
pandemic that is taken to be not a Force Majeure event.45 However, various national governments
have proposed issuing a certificate to consider the pandemic as a Force Majeure occurrence which
may allow the companies to breach their contractual obligations depending on satisfying the
conditions for grant of such certificate. The China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
approximately has issued 1600 such certificates.46 Furthermore, various legislative amendments
and notifications have been issued by the Chamber of Commerce of various European and central
Asian regions like Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, Slovakia, Turkey, Ukraine and Uzbekistan, depending
upon satisfying the guidelines of respective nations for issuance of a Force Majeure certificate.47

These certificates are a symbol of identifying an unforeseeable event that is the COVID-19
pandemic, but the legal consequence of these certificates is still undecided, especially in an
international forum. They may apply in the national jurisdiction, but aircraft leasing agreements
enclosed with absolute obligation, especially concerning lease payment, involve parties from
multiple countries, making it difficult for airlines to enforce these certificates in court legally.
In Golsen v. ONG Western Inc.,48 The court believed that it is an accepted principle of law that a
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contract must be read as a whole. In this case, the defendant took the defence of Force Majeure
for failure to perform the contract, but the court held that the contract contained an absolute
obligation of take-or-pay provision, which will not be overridden by Force Majeure remedy.

The rigidity of the "Hell-or-High water" is visible in the case of General Electric Capital Corp. v.
FPL Services Corp.,49 where despite the loss caused to the equipment by hurricane SANDY, the
contract contained this clause which mandated the lessee to make payments regardless of any
circumstance causing damage to the product. In Aircraft Leasing agreements, the clause was
considered in ACG Acquisition XX LLC v Olympic Airlines SA,50 where the lessor had failed to
provide an aircraft in an airworthy condition. However, the court was of the opinion that the "Hellor-High water" clause in the lease agreement binds the lessee to fulfil its obligation to pay the lease
on an absolute basis. The lessees will have to bear all the risk in such agreements, and this clause
prevents him from invoking the doctrine of Force Majeure. Therefore, irrespective of any
circumstance, the lessee has to pay the rent. In the case of Celestial Aviation Trading 71 Limited v
Paramount Airways Private Limited,51 The English High court has held that irrespective of any
defence available to the lessee, its obligation to pay the lessor could not be exempted.

Therefore, according to the prevalent judicial opinion regarding absolute contractual obligations,
especially in light of the "Hell or High-water" clause, invoking the remedy of Force Majeure
would be not a legally viable option available for the airline companies. The government measure
taken to fight against the pandemic may be an unforeseeable event qualifying as a Force Majeure
event based on an express contractual clause or by issuing the certificate. However, the spirit of
the "Hell or High-water" clause ensures payment to the lessor, and there cannot be any default by
the lessee as the same would make the airline company liable for damages. Even though the airlines
have suffered massive financial loss due to the pandemic, they cannot invoke Force Majeure in
any circumstance in a lease agreement to excuse non-performance.
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However, as understood, the purpose of such absolute obligation in an aircraft leasing agreement
is to ensure that the lessor is protected by making the lessee abide by the lease terms. The general
principle of the Hardship doctrine can be an alternative legal remedy wherein the lessee can renegotiate the terms of the contract to delay payment rather than completely obscuring from his
obligation towards the lease. This will ensure that the lessor is paid and the lessee is relieved from
the immediate burden to pay and avoid damages.

V.

The Alternative Remedy: Hardship Doctrine under International commercial code

The formation of a contract is based on the fundamental principle of "pacta sunt servanda", which
upholds the sanctity of the contract. This principle originates from the idea of good faith and equity
that ensures continued enforceability of the contract.52 The enforcement of the contract depends
upon the circumstances present at the time of entering into the contract. However, the possibility
of the circumstances to remain persistent is not always possible; therefore, certain defences in
exceptional circumstances available for parties to a contract based on the principle of Rebus sic
stantibus.53 The Rebus sic stantibus principle considers the circumstantial changes that necessitate
amendments in the contract to accommodate the new circumstances.54 The requirements identified
by courts that dictates the application of this principle include:55

1. the radical alteration of the state of affairs changing the position of the parties different
from the time of entering the contract,
2. an imbalance is created hampering the performance of the contract,
3. such alteration was unforeseeable at the time of entering into contract despite taking all the
due diligence,
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4. The principle is applied only in the absence of any other remedy, including no clause
available in the contract.

The purpose is to rectify the imbalance between the parties by taking measures that warrant that
the idea of good faith remains intact and the contract remains enforceable under new
circumstances. The idea of this principle has been referred to as the Hardship doctrine in various
soft legal instruments at the international and national forum as a general principle of law.56 The
basis of this doctrine is the modern approach towards the lex mercatoria principle, which identifies
the duty to re-negotiate if there is a need to synchronise the terms of the contract with the change
in circumstances.57

The UNIDROIT Principle of International Commercial contract defines Hardship event in article
6.2.2 as one that ‘fundamentally alters the equilibrium of the contract either because the cost of a
party's performance has increased or because the value of the performance a party receives has
diminished.’ 58 This definition is supplemented by the same requirement as followed in Rebus sic
stantibus that is the change in equilibrium caused by an unforeseeable event after the conclusion
of the contract which is beyond the control of the party and could not be accounted at the time of
conclusion of the contract by the party whose position has been altered.59 Article 6.2.3 provides
the tools for curing the hardship event, which includes renegotiation and adaptation of the contract
so that it remains valid.60 The request for renegotiation of the contract does not eliminate
performance by the disadvantaged party. If the renegotiations fail, the parties have the option to
go to court, which may terminate the contract or make changes to restore the equilibrium.61
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The disadvantaged party has the right to request renegotiation of the contract when it becomes
economically challenging to uphold the terms of the contract, thereby distorting the equilibrium.62
This ensures that an economic tangibility of the contract may also qualify as Hardship depending
on satisfying all the legal requirements of the doctrine.63 The characteristic feature of Hardship is
the difficulty in continuing specific performance of the contract despite the excessive impact of
the change of circumstances, but if the contract can adapt to this change by modification, then
performance can be maintained.64 COVID-19 has caused severe economic harm to the market,
making it difficult for all the stakeholders to survive, but if the business modifies according to the
circumstances, then they can pull through until the pandemic ends.

V.1.

Application of Hardship in Aircraft leasing Agreement

There might not be an express legal clause in an aircraft leasing agreement that deals with
classifying a pandemic as a Hardship event. But Hardship is a general principle of law that has
been codified in an International soft legal instrument called the UNIDROIT Principle of
International Commercial (UPICC).65 As mentioned herein, the Cape Town Convention and the
Convention on Financial Leasing have allowed the party to choose UPICC along with the general
principle of law as the governing law in aircraft contracts for resolving conflicts between the
parties.66

When there is no express accounting mechanism in the contract, the parties also have the discretion
to choose UPICC to resolve any dispute.67 Application of UPICC in a contract to resolve a dispute
will allow the parties to use the Hardship Principle.68 In the absence of any specific reference to
Hardship in the contract, the parties have a wide discretion to adopt an ad-hoc mechanism
62
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recognizing Rebus sic stantibus as part of the contract, making it applicable for them to apply the
general principle of Hardship in a situation where there is change of circumstance altering the
position of the party.69 In contracts where the reference has been made to the domestic law as the
governing law of the contract, the parties also have the choice of applying the general principle of
law in resolving disputes which UPICC shall guide.70 Therefore, the modern approach towards the
development of International commercial Law contributes to various mechanisms through which
the remedy of Hardship can be applied in aircraft leasing agreements.

VI.

Conclusion: sustainability of the Aircraft leasing Agreement during COVID-19.

COVID-19 has economically affected the airline industry due to various government measures
restricting travel, and along with this, they also have an additional financial burden of maintaining
the aircraft. The airlines are looking for every possible remedy to reduce this burden, including
avoiding lease payments for aircraft acquired on leasing agreements. The pandemic has created
the possibility of invoking Force Majeure in different businesses, including the airline industry.
However, considering the nature of the aircraft lease agreement, Force Majeure is not a possible
solution to circumvent the "Hell-or High-water" clause as non-performance of the contract will
incur the contract's termination by lessor and imposition of damages on the lessee. The spirit of
this agreement is to ensure performance. Therefore, even if there is a contractual provision or
government measure allowing application of Force Majeure in the lease agreement, it will not be
applicable on the lease payment.

However, considering the nature of the Hardship doctrine, the COVID-19 pandemic may classify
as a Hardship event for the airline industry. The purpose of applying Force Majeure to a contract
is to excuse non-performance. However, Hardship allows re-negotiating the contract terms, which
ensures the contract is kept alive although on revised terms. The occurrence of the COVID-19 is
an unforeseeable event which the aviation industry could not have accounted for during the
formation of the contract. Further, the economic difficulties suffered by the airline industry
because of the pandemic has shifted the equilibrium in the aircraft leasing agreements putting the
69
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airlines into a disadvantageous position. Therefore, airlines have the right to call for renegotiation
of the lease payment requirement with the lessor to restore balance of obligations in the lease
agreement. This will ensure that there is no exemption from performance, upholding the essence
of the "hell or high-water" clause and providing immediate relief for the airline industry. Hence,
applying Hardship over Force Majeure is a more viable legal solution for the airline industry in
the Aircraft leasing Agreement. The same can be contractually invoked by taking guidance from
modern interpretation of International Commercial law.

As the pandemic progresses, the development in vaccination programmes boosts the recovery of
the travel and tourism industry. The aviation industry is slowly recovering, but the fear of multiple
waves persists and does not absolve the financial issues of the airline industry. The passenger
airlines have remodeled their aircraft into cargo flights to raise liquidity, and various governments
have also provided financial aid to the airlines to continue operation. However, most aircraft are
operated on lease agreements by the airline industry and liability to pay the lease is a cumbersome
burden that the airlines have to follow irrespective of any circumstance. Therefore, Hardship is the
only way that allows the airlines to re-negotiate the agreement and sustain the contract during the
pandemic.
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